
What attendees are saying about the 
Teaching for Transformation Masterclasses
“ …being part of a cohort from both near and far impacted me in positive ways that my previous 

experience could not have. I also appreciated being part of a cohort of people who are target-

ed to PK-2.”

“ I loved how the four days were laid out with the additional days in between for working and re-

flecting. I also greatly enjoyed the virtual storyboard so I could read about what others are doing 

and learn from them!”

“ Wow! This was such a wonderful time!! I wasn’t sure what to really expect from it but 

my goodness it blew all my expectations away! I left with a lot of good ideas, deeper 

understanding, and increased excitement about this upcoming TfT year!”

“ I appreciated having a list of my classmates, where they were from, and their email addresses. The 

class was a really good mix of deepening understanding of TfT core practices as well as preparing 

for this coming year.”

“ I loved how each session focused on one aspect of TfT so we could fine tune that area before 

adding on something else. It reminded me of my Early Adopter training in that way. I also 

loved seeing some photo examples and hearing how each teacher approaches TfT in their 

own way.”

“ The breakout rooms were very helpful. Creating a shared folder with all the presentations was 

great. It is fantastic to be able to see everyone’s Deep Hope, Storyline, and their ideas for how math 

can be connected to the Throughlines.”

“ It was as advertised - a chance to plan out my TfT implementation for the year. In that regard, 

it was perfect. It got me purposefully thinking about things during the middle of summer 

rather than right before school begins.”

“ This class was very helpful. Perhaps the greatest value is in the collaboration and relationships 

made with colleagues from other parts of the country.”


